Java Script Developers:









Strong knowledge in Web technologies (JavaScript, HTML, CSS) is required
Basic knowledge in programming (Java, C, C++)
Ability to work in a start-up environment with high levels of ownership and commitment
A solid foundation in computer science, with strong competencies in data structures, algorithms,
and software design with a penchant for solving complex and interesting problems
Excellent coding skills
Good Knowledge in SDLC and Database
Must be proficient in OOPS concept
Knowledge in Angular Js will be added as advantage

Rounds of Interview:
First Round: Written test (Basics programming test in java script and java)
Second Round: Initial Screening (Java , JavaScript , Oops Concept)
Third Round: Final Round
Eligibility: B.E (CSE/IT), MCA Preferred candidates above 80% in academics

Content Developers:















Experience writing technology content for websites and blogs.
Strong editing, proofreading, and copywriting skills.
Fact check, copyedit and publish content for a global/local client.
Research and author original magazine-quality content.
Provide technical editing and writing services for marketing content.
Contribute content for Website Pages and Company Listings, Marketing and Technical Presentations,
Articles, Blogs and Write-ups, Case Studies and Whitepapers.
Work with existing material to produce content for new website.
Rewrite existing website content to incorporate into our new website.
Collaborate with designers to create design best for content delivery
Excellent grasp of English
Excellent verbal and written communication skills to communicate ideas and collaborate with team
Experience in SEO will be an add-on
Providing feedback to other contributors, and editing other writers content.
Manage data and product information on a daily basis

Rounds of Interview:
First Round: Debate or Group Discussion
Second Round: Writing Skills Test(Mobile and E-commerce domain)
Third Round: Final screening
Eligibility: Good communication skills, B.E (Any stream) Preferred candidates above 80% in academics

Business Analyst:










Basic knowledge in SDLC and Agile methodologies
Ability to work in a start-up environment with high levels of ownership and commitment
Proficient in UML
Strong in Analytical and presentation skills
Good in communication skills
Good in elicitation requirement and documentation
Well organized with exceptional attention to detail
Ability to work independently with changing requirements
Ability to communicate effectively at all levels including executive management with excellent
presentation and facilitation skills
Rounds of Interview:
First Round: Debate or Group Discussion

Second Round: Scenario test(Mobile and E-commerce domain)
Third Round: Final screening
Eligibility: B.E (CS/IT) Preferred candidates above 80% in academics

